
GUIDED VISITS IN       

MALAGA´

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS: 607 475 290 
www.arqueoguia.es · alex@arqueoguia.es  

GET TO KNOW THE MAIN MONUMENTS IN MALAGA 
accompanied by O cial Guides who are also historians that

have investigated in the city

GUIA

 
(Spanish, English, Italian) Advanced booking for other languages

 Only private groups upon reservation. Duration to be agreed.

“ESSENTIAL MÁLAGA” 

 We will visit the interiors of the:

Your route passes:

ARQUEO

The Roman Theatre - Picasso’s Birthplace (Plaza de la 
Merced) - Santiago’s Church (calle Granada) - The Picasso Museum
(calle San Agustín) - Calle Larios



OTHER VISITS TO MÁLAGA
Private groups only, by reservation  

 

 

Visit the Alcazaba and 
 optionally Gibralfaro (transportation required).

 

 

 

 

Adaptable duration of activities. We can also prepare tailor made visits

THE COLORFUL BAROQUE MÁLAGA

 MÁLAGA IN THE 19TH CENTURY 
During the 19th century Malaga was one of the most important 
industrial and commercial centers in the country. We remember the 
splendor of the Malaga commercial bourgeoisie visiting spaces such  
as Calle Larios, the Teatro Cervantes, the Plaza de Toros, the Paseo 
de Reding or the English Cemetery.

WOMEN IN THE HISTORY OF THE CITY
A journey through the footprint that women have left in the history
of the city: nuns, princesses, workers, prostitutes, artists, writers or
or illustrious visitors.  Names like Victoria Kent, Isabel Oyarzábal 
or Empress Elizabeth of Austria-Hungary accompany us on the way. 

PICASSO AND MÁLAGA  
We follow in the footsteps of the great artist, born here in our city
from his birthplace to the museum dedicated to him. Learn a little
more about his work and relationship with the city. Includes visits 

the Picasso Museum and his birthplace. to

  
Archaeology is slowly uncovering the past of this, almost  
3000 year old city, but many discoveries are relatively unknown. 
We will trace that legacy in the Malaga Museum, 
the Roman theater and other enclaves.

 RELIGIOUS MÁLAGA    
 

NIGHT-TIME MÁLAGA   

through the charming and the humble corners of the city.

DEATH IN MÁLAGA 
Malaga from another perspective: that of its dead.  Discover 
Phoenician, Muslims, Baroques or Romantics burial sites. 

   
 Muslims ruled  in Malaga for eight centuries. As well as visiting 

discover other Arabic remnants preserved in various parts of the city 
and view the evidence left in its streets.

  

In recent years it has been revealed that the city of the 17th and 
18th centuries presented a very di erent image, with wall 
decorations that enrich its buildings and reveal its secrets, from the 
Alameda to the surroundings of the church of San Felipe Neri, the 
old Barrio Alto.

We will talk about mysteries and crimes and visit the most 
traditional wineries.

ISLAMIC MALAQA

ARCHAEOLOGICAL MÁLAGA

In addition to its magni cent Renaissance Cathedral, Malaga 
o ers us many other churches in various styles, great treasures 
of sacred art and the famous Malaga Easter.

the Alcazaba, forti ed palace, and the Gibralfaro Castle you will


